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data suggest a dominant a
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modes show a maximum near threshold.
These processes can be described by conventional b ! cud diagrams with additional ss








case, the spectator quark (

d) ends
up in the D
()+
meson, while the ud pair ends up in the kaon pair. It is similar to the









pair in the above. A generalized factorization approach [3] has been
applied to study this three-body baryonic mode, where the amplitude is factorized into a









pn mode is the
knowledge of the time-like nucleon form factors. Although the time-like axial nucleon form
factor data is still not available hence making the axial current contribution incalculable, the
vector current induced nucleon form factors can be obtained via isospin rotation from their
EM counterparts, where data is quite abundant. By utilizing nucleon EM form factor data,





pn rate. The predicted pn mass spectrum shows threshold enhancement eect as
expected [4]. This can be seen as rooted in the near-threshold behavior of the nucleon form
factors, whose appearance can be traced back to the application of factorization and QCD
counting rule, which has been conrmed in the nucleon EM data. The total rate might be
fully understood once the axial nucleon form factor becomes available. Alternatively, it was










pp modes [5], and some information on axial form factor is extracted.
With success in the three-body baryonic modes, and the encouragingly similar threshold






modes [1], we apply the factorization ap-
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state already supports the factorization
picture, since only the vector current can produce the kaon pair under factorization. With
no axial current contribution, the amplitude can be predicted by using kaon EM form factors
through isospin relations. This is in contrast with the B ! D
 
pn case where the axial









provide a useful testing ground of the factorization approach.








modes, the kaon pair can also be produced
from a B meson by a current induced transition. The situation is similar to B ! pp
transitions in the B ! ppK case [6]. Since the B to kaon pair transition form factors are
not known, we use a parametrization motivated by QCD counting rules, and determine these
parameters from total decay rates. In other words, our approach is less predictive for these








. However, the predicted decay spectra are closely
related to the QCD counting rules, which can be tested experimentally.






modes, while making only some










subsystem is in a 1
+
state and dominated by a
1
(1260) resonance, hence originate from the




production, we do not have
independent information on the axial form factors, so we have no control over these modes.
This paper is organized as follows: in the next section we lay down the formalism of
the factorization approach. We show how to extract kaon form factors from EM data in
Sec. III, and parametrize the transition form factor. In Sec. IV we show the results of our
calculation, and in the last section we make some discussions before conclusion is drawn.
II. FACTORIZATION FORMALISM


































Maskawa (CKM) matrix elements. The four-quark operators O
i





























































































































































factorization is used. The factorized amplitudes consist of products of two matrix elements:
the case of B to D transition times current produced kaon pair is called \current-produced"
(denoted as J ), while the case of B to kaon pair transition times current produced D is





















jV  AjBi and hD
()
jV  Aj0i matrix elements are familiar and can be param-
eterized in the standard way. We shall adopt the Bauer-Stech-Wirbel (BSW) [7] and the
Melikhov-Stech (MS) [8] models for comparison. The matrix elements hKKjV   Aj0i and







































































dependent terms in Eq. (3) by assuming








j0i = 0 from Lorentz covariance and parity, only
4


























modes is also in a 1
 
conguration [1]. Since the transition amplitudes






dependent terms in Eq. (4), as they would lead to other quantum numbers for the kaon pair.
This greatly simplies the work.






). We then give a simple parameterization on B ! KK transition form
factors motivated by QCD counting rules.
III. CURRENT-PRODUCED AND TRANSITION KK FORM FACTORS







modes contain only current-produced amplitudesJ , as can be seen from
Eq. (2) and depicted in Fig. 1. Since only vector current contributes, we can use kaon EM























are the EM form factors of the charged and neutral kaons, respectively.
The kaon EM form factors have been measured for both space-like and time-like re-






























= 1  3 GeV. The structure is complicated in the 1  2:1 GeV range, re-
vealing both resonant as well as non-resonant contributions. A sharp (1020) peak is shown
in the insets. The form factors drop quickly above 1.02 GeV, but a slower damping takes
over for larger M
KK
, and one must include , !,  and their higher resonances in modeling
the form factors.
The asymptotic behavior in M
KK
is characteristic of power-law fall o, and seems to
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FIG. 2: Time-like jF
K
+ j (left) and jF
K
0 j (right) form factor data, where the inset is for  region.
They are tted by Eqs. (7), (8), respectively.
where t = q
2
and   0:3 GeV is the QCD scale parameter. The 1=t power reects the need
for a hard gluon to redistribute large momentum transfer.
Since our aim is just to parametrize and t the form factor data, we express the EM form









































































where one sums over appropriate meson poles and I
j
is the isospin of the jth meson. We
put very few asymptotic PQCD terms because the large t data is sparse. The Coulomb
factor C(t) [15] accounts for soft photon exchange that can enhance the cross section by a
few percent for low q
2












B. Fitted Kaon Weak Vector Form Factor
A major dierence with our earlier studies of baryonic modes [3] is the presence of the
resonance part, which turns out to be important. To be able to account for the rich structure










 2 GeV, we take the eight vector mesons
(770), !(782), (1020), !(1420), (1450), !(1650), (1680), (1700), with their masses m
j
6
kept at the experimental values [16]. The widths  
j






































































are the full widths [16]. For the other higher-mass vector mesons, we simply
take their experimental width values [16].
We should stress that our phenomenological model is devised to account for EM form
factor data in the region of our interest. No attempt is made for deeper theoretical un-
derstanding, nor for data outside the t-region of interest. We therefore do not need all the
-region data even though more precise measurements have been obtained, as one would
need more sophisticated treatment of  

(t) (including a  ! 3 phase space term) [13]
which would complicate our parameterization. Actually, our neglect of such data causes












), as required by isospin symmetry.
The coeÆcients c
j
are treated as free real parameters though by some physical conditions

























. Using experimental values of the electronic
widths [16] for the coupling constants g
V 




















For other higher-mass vector mesons, c
j
are free from the above constraint.
We take Eqs. (7) and (8) to make a phenomenological t to the experimental data of the
charged [10, 11] and neutral kaon form factors [12, 13]. The best t values are obtained by
































s are the measured absolute values of the time-like kaon EM form factors and 
i
s
are the error-bars. Note that we t the absolute values of the kaon form factors since these







, we search for the minimum of 
2
as a combination of these two form factors.
7
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are already xed by Eq. (10), and the best t value for
c

is consistent with Ref. [11]. As can be seen from Fig. 2, the t is reasonable (
2
=n:d:f =
194=130  1:5) for both low and high energies.
Using Eq. (5), we give the kaon weak vector form factor F
KK
1






removed. Contributions from poles of I = 0 mesons cancel out, and








is modeled by the (770) and PQCD parts hence quite smooth.






































decay amplitudes. Two out of four












) in Eq. (4).
It is interesting to study the asymptotic behavior of these form factors fromQCD counting
rules. To produce a kaon pair with large invariant mass from a decaying B meson, at least




, the other kicking
the spectator to catch up with the energetic s quark to form the K meson. This gives rise
to a 1=t
2





Resonant contributions such as from an intermediate  pole should in principle be con-












) as we have just discussed. However, we would need further poles
such as (1450), (1700) to account for the 1=t
2
asymptotic behavior implied by QCD count-
ing rules. Our experience with F
KK
1
does not help since these resonances are unimportant
there, while we lack other independent experimental information. But there is as yet no
clear sign of resonances in the kaon pair spectrum. Because of this, we shall use a very
















are free parameters to be tted by data.
IV. RESULTS
We use the central values of the eective coeÆcients a
BSW
1
= 0:91  0:08  0:07 (0:86 
0:21  0:07) and a
BSW
2













, respectively. Similarly, we use a
MS
1








are taken to be 0:975
and 0:039, respectively.
It is useful to give rst an outline of our results. Under factorization, the theoretical input




























rates. The calculated rates turn out to be
in good agreement with the experimental results [1]. The decay spectra are predictions,






case, since we have to t the unknown










) in units of 10
 4








































< 4:7 (90% CL)
current-produced case. But it is interesting that the resulting decay spectra agree well with





































































, respectively. Factorization implies that
the amplitude involves only the known weak kaon form factor F
KK
1















































































































which involves the B ! D

transition form factors V , A
1;2
. There is no tunable parameters









pair must be in a P-wave state, which is just what the
Belle experiment observes [1].
We show in Table I the calculated rates of these two modes. Both turn out to be at
the 10
 4
level. The upper and lower limits are from scanning the 
2
min
+ 1 region for the
maximum and minimum of the kaon weak form factor F
KK
1
. We nd good agreement
10
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solid (dashed) line stands for using the MS (BSW) hadronic form factors.







provides evidence that the factorization approach works.






rates from the resonant
and non-resonant parts of F
KK
1




terms in Eqs. (7)
and (8). As previously noted, the  contribution dominates the resonant part. We nd that






rate, while the non-resonant
part contributes 13% (15%). Constructive interference between the two is needed to give











modes are shown in Fig. 4. Both peak




Fig. 3). There is no other clear structure, other than the B ! D

form factor eect at larger
q
2
. Because of lower D
()+
reconstruction eÆciencies, the spectra has yet to be measured
























































































































































































































terms correspond to current-produced and transition parts, respectively.











is seen only in 1
 



















, which can be obtained












=  35:4 ( 33:0) GeV
3
and 109:2 (97:4) GeV
3
, depending on constructive
or destructive interference between the current-produced and transition amplitudes, respec-
tively. If we take h = 0 for now, Eq. (18) would give B
MS(BSW)
= 1:27 (1:45)  10
 4
and
35:62 (24:97)  10
 4







) = (5:2  2:7  1:2)  10
 4












rate, we nd c
MS(BSW)
h
= 11:3 (13:1) GeV
3
or  16:1 ( 18:5) GeV
3
. We













rates are used as input and hence are not predictions.












mode in Fig. 5 and
compare with the experimental data. The agreement is good. We see that the data itself
12





, in units of GeV
3
, by


































 35:4 ( 33:6) 11:3 (13:1) or  16:1 ( 18:5) 5:2 2:7 1:2




threshold, which can be naturally explained by our model,
where threshold enhancement is a genuine result from the form factors in both current-
produced and transition processes. If threshold enhancement is even more pronounced, as





 1:4 GeV, then perhaps the simple
approximation of !
 
(t), h(t) / 1=t
2
has to be reexamined.








mode is plotted in Fig. 6 with c
h
as given in









, one also has threshold enhancement, which again is a genuine result






transition form factor. We see
clearly that the w
 
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spectrum, where solid (dashed) line is for the MS (BSW) model, and
the data is from Ref. [1].
13
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, where solid, dot-dashed, dashed
and dotted lines are for MS model with c
h
= 11:3;  16:1 GeV
3



















under the factorization picture. Since there is no independent data such as EM form factors
that one could use, we do not go into the details.


















(ii) the rates seem to be dominated by the a
1







is 2{5 times larger than the CLEO result [19]. The data therefore suggest that the am-






resonance plus a non-resonant part. The situation is






case, where the kaon pair mainly comes from a -pole plus
a QCD motivated contribution. The  pole alone only gives about 40% of the rate, while













rate may be resolved.




pair is produced by an axial current, and no EM data




case. However, further theoretical tools, such as Weinberg
sum rules [20], may be useful to transfer information on vector current form factors to









data, which may not be obtained by other means.
14
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION




















modes involve only current-produced contributions. Under
factorization, the kaon pair can only be generated through weak vector current, which can
be related to EM current through isospin. These modes provide good means to test factor-






















decays also receive the transition contribution. The form of
these transition form factors are determined through QCD counting rules, and we x the












decay rates. The predicted








modes agree well with data and exhibit threshold






































behavior of current-produced and transition form
factors and can be understood from QCD counting rules. To be specic, QCD counting




















transition form factors may be oversimplied. Assuming the asymptotic
form required by PQCD may be too strong an assumption, and might have over-enhanced
the contribution from the near-threshold region. More careful study on other possibilities,
such as using pole models for transition via resonances, would be helpful in clarifying the


























modes, and the mass spectrum of the latter, encouraged us to apply the factorization ap-
proach further to the present cases. However, due to the lack of independent information
on axial form factors, the diÆculty to measure neutrons, and the presence of large number
of operators in the latter case, none of these modes provide a good testing ground for the






cases turn out to be a good place for such
15












modes are free from any undetermined
parameters in the factorization approach. The good agreement with data provide support
for the idea of factorization plus usage of isospin-related form factor data. Further support







Even a hand-waving physical argument may be welcome to explain why a simple factor-
ization approach works so well in these potentially complicated three-body decays. Before
we end this paper, we would like to oer one such argument. The QCD counting rules
constrain the kaon pair in the light pair mass region. With a small invariant mass, the
two kaons move colinearly and energetically. This is certainly a conducive situation for the
kaon pair to decouple from the recoil D
()
meson, hence \factorize". This heuristic picture
therefore resembles the B decay to two meson case [21]. It should be noted that PQCD







decays urges a serious study of the underlying mechanism.
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